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[1] There are significant uncertainties in the calculation of photometric and ionization
masses of meteors, particularly those derived from meteor head echoes observed by high
power, large aperture radars. Simultaneous observations of meteors with the EISCAT
UHF tristatic system and narrow field two-station intensified video were conducted in
October 2007; 11 hours of data produced four useful meteors observed on all three radar
receivers and both cameras. The positions and speeds calculated on the two systems
generally agree to within the observational uncertainty. The photometric and ionization
masses for each meteor were calculated using several values of luminous efficiency and
ionization probability from literature, and all of these masses were found to agree to within
the estimated error in the methods. More observations are required to select among the
various values of ionization coefficient and luminous efficiency.
Citation: Campbell-Brown, M. D., J. Kero, C. Szasz, A. Pellinen-Wannberg, and R. J. Weryk (2012), Photometric and
ionization masses of meteors with simultaneous EISCAT UHF radar and intensified video observations, J. Geophys. Res., 117,
A09323, doi:10.1029/2012JA017800.

1. Introduction
[2] Photometric and ionization masses are of great practical and theoretical importance in meteor studies, for calculating densities, mass distributions and fluxes. There is
evidence [Wiegert et al., 2009] that the sporadic meteoroid
population has very different characteristics at different mass
scales, so without an accurate mass range, observations of
directionality, velocity distribution and flux from different
systems cannot usefully be compared.
[3] Meteoroid masses are often estimated from deceleration (the dynamical mass), but this can be complicated by
fragmentation, which causes the dynamical masses to be too
low [Jacchia et al., 1965]. For this reason, particularly for
small meteors, it is wise not to rely exclusively on dynamical
masses. Unfortunately, the uncertainties in photometric and
ionization masses, measured by optical and radar methods,
are large. Comparing the photometric and ionization masses
of meteors simultaneously observed with video and radar
will, at the least, verify that the estimated uncertainties are
reasonable.
1.1. Photometric Mass
[4] For optical observations, determining mass looks
deceptively simple. The energy of the light produced (I) by a
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meteor with speed v in a time interval dt is assumed to
be proportional to the kinetic energy lost by the meteoroid
during that interval; the proportionality constant is known as
the luminous efficiency, t. Unless deceleration is very large
(generally only the case for very low speed objects), the
change in kinetic energy of the meteoroid is effectively due
entirely to mass loss, so that
I ¼t

1 dm 2
v :
2 dt

ð1Þ

Unfortunately, the light produced by a meteor is overwhelmingly observed in spectral lines rather than continuum
emission, and the presence and brightness of these lines
varies tremendously from meteor to meteor [e.g., Borovička
et al., 2005]. For this reason, t depends on the chemical
composition of the meteoroid (particularly the metals, which
produce much of the luminous intensity in the visible range),
the range of wavelengths captured by the detector, and the
meteoroid’s speed. It also appears to depend on meteoroid
mass, but only at very large (kg) masses [Halliday et al.,
1981], so we have neglected this variation. There are more
than two dozen explorations of the dependence of t on speed
in the literature. We have selected two formulations for t as a
function of speed which are commonly used: Ceplecha and
McCrosky [1976] and Hill et al. [2005], with very different
values for t at some speeds.
[5] The Ceplecha and McCrosky [1976] curve is based on
the work of Ayers et al. [1970]. There are three regimes:
below 20 km/s, the efficiency follows the efficiency of iron
from artificial meteor observations; between 20 and 30 km/s,
the efficiency is constant, following the laboratory experiments by Friichtenicht et al. [1968]; and above 30 km/s the
efficiency is directly proportional to speed. The last regime is
the most uncertain, since it is based on the work of Verniani
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Figure 1. Luminous efficiency (as percent of lost kinetic energy) as a function of speed, from two studies
in literature, in the photographic bandpass. Hill et al. [2005] has been corrected for two small errors and to a
chondritic meteor composition. A constant luminous efficiency of 0.7% is also marked, and will be used
later for reference.
[1964], which did not properly take fragmentation into
account [e.g., Jones and Halliday, 2001]. Ceplecha and
McCrosky [1976] scaled the Ayers curve, since the earlier
work assumed a 15% by weight iron composition for chondritic material, and 28% is closer to the average value.
[6] The curve in Hill et al. [2005] is based, at speeds up to
46 km/s, on the work of Becker and Friichtenicht [1971], and
the extrapolation of this work by Jones and Halliday [2001].
Becker and Friichtenicht [1971] used laboratory measurements of tiny particles of iron in a rarified air flow to calculate
the luminous efficiency of iron: they note in their paper that,
while iron is the main species observed in low velocity
meteors, other species (e.g., calcium and magnesium)
become more important at higher speeds, and a full meteor
luminous efficiency must therefore be higher than the one
they measure for higher speed meteoroids. Comparing the fit
of Jones and Halliday [2001] to the Becker and Friichtenicht
[1971] paper, it is clear that Jones and Halliday used the
efficiency in the spectral band of the Becker and Friichtenicht’s
photomultiplier tube, rather than the converted photographic
efficiency provided in the latter’s paper. The values of
luminous efficiency in Hill et al. [2005] are, for this reason,
too large by a factor of approximately 1.5. Hill et al. also used
a chondritic ratio of the mean excitation energy to the atomic
mass (7.668  106 J kg1), rather than that appropriate to iron
(on which the curve they use is based, 5.664  106 J kg1).
In addition, since meteoroids are not (in general) solid iron,
the true luminous efficiency must be smaller than the efficiency of iron: if one assumes a chondritic composition, one
must multiply the efficiencies in Hill et al. [2005] by 0.28
to account for the fraction of iron by weight. This still
neglects contributions from other atomic species including

atmospheric molecules, which are seen in faster meteors,
so it should be considered a lower limit.
[7] The corrected Hill et al. [2005] curve is in reasonable
agreement with the Ceplecha and McCrosky [1976] curve at
speeds less than 30 km/s, but they differ by nearly an order of
magnitude at 70 km/s (Figure 1). Note that the Ceplecha and
McCrosky [1976] curve has been converted to a fraction,
rather than the magnitude units given in the paper. The lack
of data at these high speeds means that choosing between the
two is not practical: in this work, we will use these two curves
as upper and lower values for the luminous efficiency to
obtain a range for the photometric mass of the meteors. For
reference, we will also use an intermediate value of 0.7%,
constant with speed.
[8] In both the studies above, luminous efficiency is
defined in the photographic bandpass, meaning that if the
observations are done in a different bandpass, a color index
correction should be applied. However, color indices vary by
as much as four magnitudes for different meteors (see, for
example, Jacchia et al. [1965], which gives visual to photographic color indices), even at the same velocity and photographic magnitude. Without any information about the
spectrum of the meteor, this correction is very uncertain.
[9] Calculating the luminous intensity from the measured
magnitude of the meteor in images has further uncertainties.
The conversion from magnitude to luminous intensity also
depends on the spectral range observed: in general,
I ¼ P0M 100:4M ;

ð2Þ

where P0M is the power of the photons observed in the
instrumental bandpass from a standard 0 magnitude star
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Figure 2. Ionization coefficient as a function of meteor speed for three studies in literature.
(Vega). Ceplecha et al. [1998] gives a value of P0M of
1500 W for the entire wavelength range; Öpik [1958] uses
a value of 525 W for visual sensitivity.
1.2. Ionization Mass
[10] The mass of a meteoroid from radar observations is
generally calculated from measurements of the electron line
density, q. Again, the energy used to ionize the meteoroid
species (and, to a much lesser extent, atmospheric species)
is considered to be proportional to the kinetic energy lost by
the meteoroid, and again the deceleration term is neglected.
Equivalently, one can say that the mass of ions produced
by the meteoroid is proportional to the mass lost by the
meteoroid:
qvm ¼ b

dm
;
dt

ð3Þ

where v is the meteoroid speed, m is the average atomic mass
of the meteoroid material, and b is the ionization probability.
The ionization probability, like the luminous efficiency,
depends on the atomic abundances in the meteoroid and on
the speed of the meteoroid in the atmosphere. The ionization
probability is not a true probability, since it can have a value
greater than unity if atoms are multiply ionized or ionize air
molecules as well; for that reason we will follow Jones and
Halliday [2001] in calling it the ionization coefficient. It
has been calculated using simultaneous visual and specular
radar observations [Verniani and Hawkins, 1964], and from
laboratory measurements of iron microparticles in air
[Slattery and Friichtenicht, 1967]. Bronshten [1983] combined the ionization coefficients of common meteoric atoms
to obtain an average b for meteoric material. Jones [1997]
and Jones and Halliday [2001] used a combination of the

lab measurements of Slattery and Friichtenicht [1967] and
theory to find two rather different curves for b (Figure 2).
Rather than selecting among these trends, we will use each of
the curves from Bronshten [1983], Jones [1997] and Jones
and Halliday [2001] for ionization coefficient to estimate
the ionization mass.
[11] The calculation of q from the amplitude of a specular
meteor echo has been well studied [e.g., McKinley, 1961],
but the case is more complicated for the power returned by a
head echo. In the former case, radiation is scattered from a
section of trail of order 1 km in length, so the distribution of
ionization radially in the trail is unimportant. In the case of a
head echo, radiation is scattered from a small, dense region
of ionization surrounding the head of the meteoroid, and the
shape and density distribution of the ionized region are not
well known. A scattering model has been developed by Close
et al. [2005] which converts the radar cross section (RCS,
a measure of the returned power taking into account the
antenna gain) into an electron line density which can then be
used to calculate the mass loss as a function of time. The
scattering model must be run individually for each meteor,
though Close et al. [2007] shows that the RCS is approximately a linear function of the log of electron line density.
1.3. Simultaneous Observations
[12] While simultaneous radar and optical observations
cannot be used to absolutely calibrate either the photometric
or radar scattering mass scales, they are useful for determining the relative validity of the two scales. Several optical and
radar studies have been done with specular meteor radars
[e.g., Fujiwara et al., 1995; Pecina et al., 2001; Weryk and
Brown, 2012], but relatively few with head echoes. Michell
[2010] observed nine meteors with single station intensified
CCD cameras and the PFISR incoherent scatter radar. They
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Figure 3. Meteor observing geometry of the EISCAT UHF system with ranges from the transmitter/
receiver and the two remote receivers to the common volume as well as ground distances between the sites.
Distances are also indicated from Kiruna and Peera to the ground projection of the common volume.
found a correlation between optical brightness and the scattered radar power, but they were not able to locate the radar
scattering point in the optical trail, so precise comparisons were not possible. Nishimura et al. [2001] observed
34 meteors optically and with the MU high power radar, and
found a correlation between the brightness and returned
power, but they did not attempt to calculate masses for the
radar signals. The main difficulty in simultaneous HPLA and
optical observations is made clear in a previous attempt to
observe EISCAT meteors optically: Pellinen-Wannberg
et al. [1998] found no meteors in common in a set of simultaneous optical and EISCAT data because of the great difference in the sensitivity of the two systems. The cameras
used in that study were wide-angle cameras designed for
auroral studies, and thus not optimal for meteor observations.
[13] For this study, we have used narrow field video
observations simultaneously with the EISCAT UHF radar
operating in meteor mode. We can then compare the photometric and ionization masses of meteors observed on both
systems. The observations were organized according to the
coordinated radar and optical setup suggested by Szasz et al.
[2008b], who estimated the optical magnitudes of EISCAT
UHF radar meteors using a numerical ablation model. The
purpose of this study is to test whether the video and ionization masses agree to within the expected error, and to
provide a template for future studies with more data points.

2. Observations
[14] Observations were made on five nights in October
2007. In total, 11 hours of simultaneous radar and two-station
video were recorded, though not all of the data was usable
due to cloud cover.

2.1. Radar Observations
[15] The tristatic EISCAT UHF system was operated at
930 MHz and used three 32 m parabolic dish antennas.
It consisted of a transmitter/receiver in Tromsø, Norway
(69.5864 N, 19.2272 E), and remote receivers in Sodankylä,
Finland (67.36361 N, 26.62694 E) and Kiruna, Sweden
(67.86056 N, 20.43528 E). The radar experimental setup
used in the observations described here was identical to the
setup used for meteor observations conducted in September
2005, detailed by Szasz et al. [2008a], Kero et al. [2008a],
Wannberg et al. [2008], and Szasz et al. [2008b]. In the
beam center, the limiting radar cross section is approximately 60 dBsm, corresponding roughly to an electron line
density of 2  1012 electrons per meter. The dBsm is a
logarithmic unit comparing the effective RCS of the target to
a target with an area of 1 square meter.
[16] All three antennas were pointed toward a common
volume at 96 km altitude, above the point 68.87587 N,
21.88012 E. The altitude of the common volume was chosen
to coincide with the peak of the EISCAT UHF meteor altitude distribution [Westman et al., 2004]. The beam configuration was of tetrahedral geometry, as shown in Figure 3.
[17] A 32-bit binary phase shift keyed (BPSK) coded pulse
sequence with a bit length of 2.4 ms was transmitted, giving
total pulse lengths of 76.8 ms. The received signals were
oversampled by a factor of four at all sites, with a 0.6 ms
sampling period. The transmitted waves were left-hand circularly polarized. The received waves were right-hand circularly polarized at Tromsø, and right-hand elliptical at the
remote sites. The transmission/reception schedule consisted
of the transmission of a pair of coded pulse sequences every
1656 ms. Thus, parameters such as meteoroid velocity and
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Figure 4. Example frames from each of the four meteors used in the analysis. (a) Meteor 20071006_
002622, from Peera; (b) meteor 20071006_004055, from Peera; (c) meteor 20071006_005311, from
Kiruna; (d) meteor 20071008_235152, from Kiruna.
radar cross section (RCS) were monitored with a frequency of 604 Hz. The first pulse sequence of each pair
was always transmitted at 929.6 MHz in order to be
receivable at Sodankylä, where narrow passband filters
were used due to GSM base station interference. The second
pulse sequence alternated between 927.5 and 928.7 MHz, to
avoid range aliasing from the ionospheric F-layer at the
Tromsø transmitter/receiver. In Kiruna, both pulse sequences of each pair were received.
[18] During the operation times of the radar/video campaign, 576 head echoes were detected at Tromsø, 155 at
Kiruna, and 292 at Sodankylä. The total number of tristatic
events, i.e., meteors detected simultaneously at all three
receiver sites, was 124. The large differences among the rates
are mainly due to the different sizes of the observing
volumes. Meteors were detected along an elongated part of
the transmitted radar beam with the Tromsø transmitter/
receiver, while the meteors observed with the remote
receivers at Kiruna and Sodankylä were limited to the crossbeam volume illustrated in Figure 3. The Sodankylä crossbeam volume was almost twice as large as the Kiruna
volume.

2.2. Video Observations
[19] For this campaign, two intensified video cameras were
used with relatively small fields of view, each pointed at
the center of the common volume observed by the radar. The
two cameras were identical, consisting of a Cohu 4900 ccd
camera (30 interlaced frames per second, 640 by 480 pixels,
with 8 bit optical depth), lens coupled to a second generation,
25 mm Litton image intensifier. The intensifiers have a
spectral response from 340 to 870 nm. The objective lens was
a 155 mm, f/0.75 catadioptric lens. The limiting stellar
magnitude of these systems is approximately +9, and they
have a field of view of about 3.4 . The very small field
of view was needed because of the sensitivity of the radar.
One camera was set up close to the receiver in Sweden
(67.860 N, 20.433 E), and the other at a camp called Peera,
near Kilpisjärvi in Finland, close to the intersection point of
the radar antennas (68.8898 N, 21.0556 E). The sites were
about 115 km apart. Both sites had elevations of approximately 450 m. Example frames from each of the meteors are
shown in Figure 4.
[20] Video at each site was streamed directly to disk, and
the MeteorScan software package [Gural, 1997] was used
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Figure 5. The theoretical gain pattern of an EISCAT UHF
radar antenna, expressed in terms of the one-way directional
gain as a function of radial displacement from the bore axis.
after the campaign to automatically detect meteors in the
stored video. Several hours of video were also checked by a
human observer, confirming that MeteorScan identified
approximately 95% of the total meteors so identified. A total
of 62 events were found on the Peera camera, and 238 on the
Kiruna camera. The large difference in rates is due mainly to
the pointing geometry: the Peera camera was pointing at an
elevation of 71 degrees, while the Kiruna camera (much
farther from the common volume) was pointed at an elevation of 37 degrees. At 96 km, the Kiruna camera observed a
physical area more than twice as large as the Peera camera.
The gain on the Kiruna camera was also set higher than
the Peera camera. A total of 35 events were seen on both
cameras.

3. Data Reduction
[21] Only 5 meteors were simultaneously observed by both
cameras and all three radar receivers; the common volume of
the video cameras was much larger than the radar common
volume, and the limiting magnitude was brighter. One of
these meteors was only captured on two frames at the Peera
station, and had very poor observing geometry, so there were
4 meteors used in the final analysis.
3.1. Radar Data
[22] All radar events were reduced using the methods
described by Kero et al. [2008a], Wannberg et al. [2008], and
Szasz et al. [2008a]. The positions measured with the system
are estimated to have uncertainties better than 100 m, and
may be as small as 10 m when many pulses are averaged
[Kero et al., 2008a]. The RCS was determined according to
Kero et al. [2008b].
[23] Head echoes observed with the tristatic EISCAT UHF
system are detected at virtually all possible aspect angles, all
the way out to 130 from the direction of meteoroid propagation, limited by the antenna pointing directions. Kero et al.
[2008b] showed that the EISCAT UHF RCS is close to
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isotropic in the whole observable range, consistent with an
essentially spherical meteor head echo target, as first measured by Close et al. [2002]. Thus, the observed RCS can be
compared with luminous intensity irrespective of the direction of the meteoroid trajectory with respect to the radar
beam.
[24] The RCS of individual meteors simultaneously measured at the three receivers are consistent within the accuracy
of the measurements. Unfortunately, the simultaneous radar/
video meteors all occurred quite far from the center of the
narrow 0.6 3 dB width of the main lobe. A theoretical
radiation pattern of an EISCAT UHF antenna is given in
Figure 5. All three antennas had identical characteristics.
However, the theoretical radiation pattern only agrees well
with the true pattern inside the main lobe. Gain changes very
rapidly as a function of angle close to radiation pattern minima, where it is not well-determined. This introduces huge
uncertainties even with the modest uncertainty in the
EISCAT target position (of the order of 100 m) and sometimes causes large differences in the determined RCS at the
different receivers. This is especially obvious for two of the
radar/video events, where the meteoroid trajectories passed
right through several radiation pattern minima. The uncertainties in RCS presented in this paper were estimated by
varying the determined target position within 100 m across
the antenna radiation pattern and using the extreme values of
the RCS found within this interval to calculate error bars.
Previous EISCAT UHF RCS determinations have been
restricted to meteors detected within the 3 dB beam width
[Kero et al., 2008b]. The RCS values of the four meteors
simultaneously observed with the video system are shown
in Figure 6, and the approximate RCS values and number
of samples from each site are shown in Table 1.
3.2. Video Data
[25] The four video events which were also observed on
the radar were reduced using standard video reduction techniques. For each event, a stellar calibration was performed
for each camera, using a third order fit to convert pixel
location to altitude and azimuth. The altitude and azimuth of
the meteor in each video field was then measured, and the
three dimensional atmospheric trajectory was computed
using Milig [Borovička, 1990], which uses a least squares
method to fit the trajectory. The error in measurement was
estimated to be approximately one pixel; the physical error in
the trajectory depends on the geometry of the event. Events
with a small angle (Q) between the intersecting planes
formed by the meteor line and camera positions (where the
ground projection of the meteor is nearly following the line
between the two camera sites) have much larger uncertainties
than those with a large intersection angle. To characterize the
errors for each event, we simulated ten thousand meteor
measurements, each of which randomly varied the positions
chosen on the video image with a standard deviation of one
pixel. The trajectory was recomputed for each simulated set
of measurements, and the standard deviation of the positions
was taken to be the error (see Weryk and Brown [2012] for
details). The high resolution of the system allowed the use of
meteors with very low Q angles: even for a Q of 6 degrees,
the errors were tolerable.
[26] A photometric stellar calibration was performed for
each event on each camera, to determine the luminous
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Figure 6. Radar cross section as a function of height for the four meteors observed in common with the
video systems. They are plotted on a log scale to be comparable to the light curves.
intensity of the meteor by comparison with the intensity of
the stars. Stars of different spectral classes were identified in
the calibration plot, and no systematic effects were seen for
any spectral class. One of the events saturated the Kiruna
camera significantly: efforts to correct for the saturation
failed because of the persistence in the intensifier. For that
event, only the unsaturated Peera data were used. The gain on
the Peera camera had been set much lower than the gain on
the Kiruna camera, in error; this is why Peera, which was
closer to the meteor, was unsaturated. The errors in the
magnitude had three contributions: error in the stellar fit
(which was typically 0.1 magnitudes), uncertainty due to
noise (which affected faint meteors much more than bright
ones, and was up to 0.3 magnitudes), and uncertainty due to
selection of the area of the meteor on the image. The last was
particularly influenced by the persistence in the Gen II
intensifier phosphors, which allowed the meteor image to
persist well into the next video frame. The luminosity due to
an individual field was measured by selecting only the area
between the previous positional measurement and the current
one: the only overlap was then the slight blooming of the

meteor. Individual meteors were measured many times to
estimate the uncertainty from this source, which was generally less than 0.1 magnitudes. Table 2 gives the peak magnitude, number of frames observed on each camera, and the
intersecting planes angle Q. Individual light curves are
shown in Figure 7. No color term correction has been
attempted, because of the lack of spectral data. Note that the
number of frames in Table 2 does not always match the
number of points on the light curve in Figure 7, because it
was sometimes possible to measure the position of the head
of the meteor as it entered the field of view, but not to calculate the magnitude as the entire streak was not on the
frame.

4. Results
4.1. Positional Data
[27] Figure 8 shows the positions of the meteors as measured with video and radar, with respect to the center of the
EISCAT intersection volume, from three perspectives. One
of the meteors (20071006_005311) shows a maximum

Table 1. Simultaneous Meteors Observed With EISCATa
Date

Time
(UTC)

Approximate RCS
(dBsm)

Number of
Samples Kiruna

Number of
Samples Sodankylä

Number of
Samples Tromsø

20071006
20071006
20071006
20071008

00:26:22
00:40:55
00:53:11
23:51:52

5
10
35
40

37
228
86
134

88
123
57
89

81
130
57
71

a

The columns are: the date in UTC, given as yyyymmdd; the time; the characteristic RCS; and the number of samples recorded at each site.
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Table 2. Simultaneous Meteors Observed With Two Station Videoa
Date

Time
(UTC)

Peak Abs.
Magnitude

Number of
Frames Kiruna

Number of
Frames Peera

Q
(deg)

20071006
20071006
20071006
20071008

00:26:22
00:40:55
00:53:11
23:51:52

2.8
4.3
5.5
6.2

4
16
23
17

6
14
4
6

13.8
10.3
68.2
6.8

a
The columns are: the date in UTC, given as yyyymmdd; the time; the peak absolute magnitude; the number of frames of video recorded on each camera;
and Q, the angle between the intersecting planes defined by each camera. A Q close to 90 degrees gives the smallest error; a Q close to 0 gives large errors.

separation between the video solution and the radar solution
of over half a kilometer, well outside the error estimated for
the video and radar measurements combined: the reason for
this is not clear. The angle between the intersecting planes is
the largest, and therefore most favorable, in the set; there are
no fewer frames than for the first meteor. The other three
agree within observational errors.
[28] The speeds measured from the video data show more
scatter than the radar speeds (Figure 9). The speeds plotted
are calculated from the distance moved from one video field
to another, so small errors in measurement of the head of the
meteor can cause a large scatter. The average values still
show reasonable agreement. To calculate the uncertainty in
the video measurements of speed, the speed was calculated

using frames three intervals apart, instead of single intervals,
which reduced the scatter significantly. Table 3 gives the
speeds calculated with video and radar for each meteor, along
with the average uncertainty in the video positions and the
maximum separation between the video and radar solutions.
4.2. Masses
[29] In general, when discussing meteoroid masses, the
initial mass at the top of the atmosphere is estimated from the
differential mass loss observed. When only part of the meteor
trail is captured, as is the case for all our meteors, this adds
significant uncertainty. For that reason, the masses we refer
to below are the total mass lost in the portion of the meteor
trail which was simultaneously observed with both the radar

Figure 7. Light curves of the four meteors, from each of the two cameras. Note that meteor 20071006_
004055 saturated the Kiruna camera, making it appear fainter; this data was not used in mass calculations.
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Figure 8. Positions of the meteors as measured by the radar and video systems, looking at the intersection
volume from (a) the east, (b) the south, and (c) the top. The colored beams show the location of the central
maxima of the three receiver beam patterns: blue is Kiruna, green is Sodankylä, and red is Tromsø.
and video systems. This is much less than the total meteoroid
mass in all cases, but is directly comparable.
[30] For meteor 20071006_002622, the RCS data from the
Tromsø and Sodankylä receivers were averaged to calculate
the mass. The Kiruna data were mostly above the height
observed by the video systems, and the meteor was observed
in the third sidelobe, where the antenna gain and therefore the
RCS have large uncertainties. From the Tromsø receiver, the
meteor passed from the first sidelobe into the main beam over
the height interval of interest. From Sodankylä, the meteor
was observed entirely in the first sidelobe over the relevant
heights. Meteor 20071006_004055 passed though the first
side lobe of the Tromsø site, and through the main beam from
the Kiruna site over the heights observed by the cameras. The
Sodankylä data were not used, since the meteor was passing

through minimum between the main beam and the first side
lobe, resulting in very large uncertainties. All three sites were
averaged for meteors 20071006_005311 and 20071008_
235152; the meteors were observed in the main beam at all
sites except Kiruna for the first, which observed it entirely in
the first sidelobe.
[31] The RCS of the radar meteors was converted to an
electron line density using a linear fit to the plot in Close et al.
[2007, Figure 6]: log10 (q) = 15.6 + 0.0555 RCS, with RCS
in dBsm and q in electrons per meter. There is significant
scatter in the plot, of more than an order of magnitude in q,
and so significant uncertainty in the estimate of q, but it
removes the need to run a full scattering model for each
meteor. The electron line density was then converted to mass
using equation (3), with m = 23 AMU, which is typical of
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Figure 9. Speeds of the four meteors, measured along the path by radar and video.
carbonaceous chondritic material. Three values of b were
used: those of Bronshten [1983], Jones [1997], and Jones
and Halliday [2001]. The masses are all shown in Table 4.
[32] Of the four simultaneous meteors, only two were
observed by both cameras over the height interval also seen
by the radar. One was 20071006_004055, for which the
Kiruna camera data was not used because of saturation. For
the other, 20071008_235152, an average intensity was calculated for the overlap interval. The luminous intensity of
each video meteor in each video field was calculated from the
magnitude using equation (2), with Öpik’s value of P0M =

525 W. The mass was then calculated from equation (1),
using three values of luminous efficiency: a constant value of
0.7%, the Ceplecha and McCrosky [1976] formula, and the
corrected Hill et al. [2005] formula (see section 1.1): the
results are in Table 4. To compare the different luminous
efficiencies and ionization coefficients, we have taken the
ratio of each of the mass values with the mass calculated at
constant luminous efficiency, which are plotted in Figure 10.
[33] It is also interesting to compare the rate of mass loss
with time over the height intervals where both systems
observed each meteor (Figure 11). In principle, the ionization

Table 3. Comparison of Positional Measurements With Video and Radara
Date

Time
(UTC)

20071006
20071006
20071006
20071008

00:26:22
00:40:55
00:53:11
23:51:52

Video Speed
(km/s)
43.6 
28.9 
25.5 
27.9 

1.2
0.4
1.3
1.8

Radar Speed
(km/s)
41.4
29.4
25.5
28.8

 1.1
 1.0
 1.0
 0.8

Video Pos. Uncert
(m)

Max Sep
(m)

100
52
51
126

56
186
524
85

a
The uncertainties in the video positions are estimated using a monte carlo simulations, as described in section 3.2. The maximum separation refers to the
maximum distance between the lines of best fit for the radar and video solutions, over the part of the trails which overlap.
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Table 4. Comparison of Masses Measured by Video and Radara
Date

Time
(UTC)

Const

Photometric
C&M1976

H2005

J1997

Ionization
J&H2001

B1983

20071006
20071006
20071006
20071008

00:26:22
00:40:55
00:53:11
23:51:52

0.27
1.3
0.095
0.066

0.16
9.0
0.085
0.053

0.57
1.8
0.13
0.045

1.6
3.5
0.16
0.091

0.45
0.80
0.033
0.021

1.6
3.2
0.14
0.082

a
All values in mg. The uncertainties are approximately an order of magnitude (see section 5). Const: luminous efficiency of 0.7%; C&M1976: luminous
efficiency from Ceplecha and McCrosky [1976]; H2005: luminous efficiency from Hill et al. [2005], with corrections mentioned in the introduction;
J1997: ionization coefficient from Jones [1997]; J&H2001: ionization coefficient from Jones and Halliday [2001]; B1983: ionization coefficient from
Bronshten [1983].

and luminosity should increase and decrease together. For
meteor 20071006_002622, the effects of the gain pattern of
the radar are obvious, with the apparent mass loss increasing
close to the minimum, obscuring any actual trend. Similarly,
the peak in the radar mass loss for 20071006_004055 coincides with the meteor approaching a minimum in the beam,
and is therefore suspect. There is approximate agreement in
the trend between the radar and video mass loss rates for
meteor 20071006_005311, where the radar data is stable.
The final meteor (20071008_235152) diverges at the end of
the common observations: again, the radar observations have
higher uncertainties in this region, and that may be the cause
of the discrepancy.

5. Discussion
[34] We have not attempted to compare the radiants and
preatmospheric speeds of the meteors observed here: in all
cases only a portion of the trail was observed, and the
uncertainties on extrapolated values will necessarily be high.
Even over the portion of trail observed by both systems, the
differences in position and velocity are at the edge of the

estimated errors, meaning that the error estimates of one or
both systems may be too small.
[35] The masses calculated from the photometric and ionization data agree unexpectedly well. We have not rigorously
calculated the uncertainties in the masses, but will here
attempt to estimate them.
[36] The uncertainty of the measurements of meteor magnitude, due to the fit to stellar magnitudes, typically correspond to about 30% error in the luminous intensities. While
the color index to convert to photographic magnitude can
vary by four magnitudes, most of the scatter is  one magnitude, which corresponds to a factor of 2.5 in intensity.
Finally, the luminous efficiency, used to calculate the mass,
is uncertain to approximately a factor of 4. The combination
of these errors translates to about an order of magnitude
uncertainty in the value of the photometric mass.
[37] The uncertainty in RCS is similar to the uncertainty in
magnitude, except when the meteor is observed near a minimum in the gain pattern, in which case it may be greater by a
factor of two. For our study, using a simple approximation to
convert RCS to electron line density, the uncertainty in q is
nearly an order of magnitude. There is another factor of about

Figure 10. Ratio of mass to photometric mass with a constant luminous efficiency of 0.7%. Photometric
mass calculated with the luminous efficiencies of Ceplecha and McCrosky [1976] and Hill et al. [2005] (the
latter with the corrections described in section 1.1); ionization masses calculated with the ionization
coefficients from Jones [1997], Jones and Halliday [2001] and Bronshten [1983].
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Figure 11. Mass loss per unit time as a function of height, as observed with EISCAT and the video systems. For the radar masses, the ionization coefficients of Jones [1997] have been used; for the photometric
masses, a constant luminous efficiency of 0.7%.
4 between the various values of the ionization coefficient, so
the final uncertainty is probably greater than an order of
magnitude.

6. Conclusions
[38] Given the large uncertainties in all the mass calculations, the various estimates occupy a surprisingly limited
range. This demonstrates that the scattering model, at least
when applied to 930 MHz radar data, is providing mass
estimates consistent with other methods of measuring meteoroid mass, which in turn gives confidence in masses
calculated for HPLA observations. The main sources of
uncertainty are the values of the luminous efficiency and the
ionization coefficient: a larger study with many more observations could discuss which of the various model from literature agree best with the ratio of masses as a function of
velocity. The four points in this study do not allow us to
choose among them, considering the errors: a much larger
statistical sample with a full range of speeds would be necessary to draw conclusions about which model provides the
best fit.
[39] A detailed optical study would produce insights into
the luminous efficiency, particularly if it included spectra and
measures of fragmentation, allowing photometric masses to

be compared with true dynamic masses. It would likewise
be useful to have a larger study of simultaneous optical and
radar head-echo meteors in order to evaluate further the
accuracy of the scattering model in calculating the mass;
however, it is clear that such work must be carried out on a
system which allows the three-dimensional position of the
meteoroid to be determined, both to properly account for the
antenna gain, and to match up the segments observed by
radar and video in order to usefully compare them. A video
system with high sensitivity and high frame rate (to allow
many measurements in the brief time the meteoroid passes
through the small common volume), running with an HPLA
radar over an extended period, would be the best way to do
this for faint meteoroids.
[40] This study gives some confidence in the calculation
of photometric and ionization masses, and the associated
uncertainty estimates. The calculation of meteoroid masses is
critical to many fields of study, and this study demonstrates
that there is much work to be done on masses calculated with
any observing method.
[41] Acknowledgments. The authors wish to thank the NASA Meteoroid Environment Office for funding the video campaign and N. Kaiser
for the initial video data reduction. We gratefully acknowledge the EISCAT
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